
 
All-Scout Night: November 12, 2022 

 
DAISY 

Badge or Journey Requirements Explored 
STEM Career Exploration  - Learn what STEM means  

- Learn about a STEM career  
Eco Learner - Be prepared and respect nature outdoors: Leave No Trace 
Journey 5 Flowers, 4 stories, 3 
Cheers for Animals 

- Find out what animals need and how to care for them—go on nature walks to 
observe animals; visit a farm, zoo, or animal shelter; or create an animal 
sculpture. 

Journey Between Earth and Sky 
 

- Explore nature and learn how to keep the Earth healthy—visit a park or farm, talk 
to a scientist, or make origami butterflies to celebrate nature. 

Journey Think Like a Citizen 
Scientist 
 

- Find out how scientists use the scientific method to investigate the world and 
make discoveries. 

- Do hands-on activities to learn how to make observations and collect data 
Daisy Robotics - What do robots do? What can they do?  

- Define: prototype, algorithm, program, debugging 
- Learn about the parts of a robot. How does this help them move? 

Journey: Think Like a Programmer - Find out how programmers use computational thinking to solve problems 

BROWNIE 
Badge or Journey Requirements Explored 
 Bugs 
 
 

- Watch three bugs. Look for three different bugs. Identify the bugs and try to find 
out what they are doing and why! 

- Explore bug homes: Draw a cocoon. Some bugs, like caterpillars, sleep in a 
cocoon. Inside, they transform into a moth or butterfly. Find out what else goes 
on in there. Then draw what you think it looks like inside a cocoon. 

WOW! Wonders of Water - Explore the wonders of water by find out more about its importance and how it's 
used around the world 

Outdoor Adventurer - Learn a camp skill 
- Care for the outdoors 

Pets - Learn about care that different pets need  
- Help a pet feel more comfortable: How do they communicate their feelings? What 

are ways you can tell if it is happy or uncomfortable?  
Journey: Think Like an Engineer - Find out how engineers use design thinking to solve problems. 
Robotics 1: Designing Robots - Explore how robots imitate nature 

- Learn about the parts of a robot 
Robotics 2: Programming Robots - Learn how robots work  

- Discover the robot brain 
- Learn about programming 

Robotics 3: Showcasing Robots - Learn about robotics competitions 
- Learn about robotics teams 
- See robots in action 
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JUNIOR 

Badge or Journey Requirements Explored 
 Animal Habitats 
 

- Observe a tame or wild animal for 15 minutes. Write at least three things about 
how it behaves 

Detective - Practice the power of observation  
- Fingerprint for fun 

Eco Camper - Leave no trace seven principles  
- Explore what a minimal impact campsite looks like  

Journey Think Like a Citizen 
Scientist 

- Find out how citizen scientists make observations, collect data, and work with 
scientists to receive feedback on research  

Junior STEM Career Exploration - Learn about the day-to-day of a person in a STEM Career that interests you 
- Explore your interests and discover the possibilities of a career in STEM 

 
CADETTE 

Badge or Journey Requirements Explored 
STEM Career Exploration 
 
 

- Explore how you want to make a difference 
- Discover career possibilities  
- Learn about the day-to-day of a STEM career  
- Learn about what steps you would need to take to have a specific career in STEM 

Eco Trekker 
 

- Learn how to make minimal impact on a trek  
- Learn how to plan an outdoor trek  

Journey Think Like a Citizen 
Scientist  
 

- Find out how citizen scientists make observations, collect data, and help 
scientists conduct scientific research  

- Do 3 citizen science activities – make observations about your environment  
Trees - Try some tree fun  

- Dig into the amazing science of trees 
- Explore the connection between people and trees  

Special Agent - Investigate investigation  
- Try the science involved in solving mysteries  
- Learn about the importance of body language in an investigation  

Journey: Think Like an Engineer - Find out how engineers use design thinking to solve problems 
Robotics 3: Showcasing Robots - Learn about robotics events and organizations 

- Find out about robotics opportunities for teens 
- See robot makers and robots in action 

 
  

 
 
 
 


